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Crocodile 2 death swamp movie

This article does not mention any sources. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-insourced material can be disputed and removed. Find sources: Crocodile 2: Death Swamp - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April 2015) (Find out how and when to remove this template message) Crocodile 2: Death SwampDVD coverDirected
byGary JonesProduct byBoaz DavidsonFrank DeMartiniDanny DimbortAvi LernerTrevor ShortWritten byJace AndersonAdam GieraschStarringHeidi LenhartChuck WalczakJon SklaroffDavid Valcinwith Martin KoveDarryl TheirseMusic byBill WandelCinematographyRasool Ellore, K PrasadEdited byAlison Learned WolfProduction Lionsgate Home EntertainmentSourced byNu
Image FilmsSedia release August 1, 2002 (2002-08-01) Running time89 minutesUnited StateUnited English LanguageBudget$2,200,000 Crocodile 2 Death Swamp is a 2002 American drama film directed by Gary Jones. The film is a sequel to the 2000 film Crocodile. It was filmed in Ramoji Film City in Hyderabad, India. With the two surviving crocodiles from the first film, a group
of criminals board a plane full of tourists with loot from a recent bank robbery. A violent storm forces the pilots to turn around, prompting the scammers to hijack the plane and keep it en route to Mexico. But the storm plunges the plane into a swamp. Then the survivors - including the sinister leader of the thieves, Max (Darryl Theirse), and a beautiful flight attendant, Mia (Heidi
Noelle Lenhart) - are chased by a huge crocodile with an insatiable appetite. Plot After a bank robbery, four criminals try to escape to the village of Santo Cristo in Acapulco, but hijack the plane when a storm prompts the pilot to start turning around. They force the pilot to keep flying. After the co-pilot struggles with one of the hijackers, the plane's instrument panel is destroyed and
crashes. Most passengers and one of the hijackers die in the crash. The criminals gather the remaining passengers, killing the wounded too much to use, and force the rest to carry their loot through the swamp to the city they must reach to finish their escape. As they collect the loot, a crocodile suddenly emerges from the water and eats the pilot. Criminals empty three guns at us,
killing him. As they travel through the swamp, they begin to fall prey to the furious 30-foot mother of the dead crocodile (the crocodile from the first movie). As passengers struggle to survive the crocodile, the only hope of rescue is in the hands of Zach, the boyfriend of one of the hostesses and a locator he meets in a bar he hires to search for the crashed plane. Max (leader of the
terrorists) forces the locator to leave (la hostess) e Zach Zach But during the flight, Roland (the tracker) grabs Max's gun and shoots Max in the chest, killing him. When Roland tries to turn back, his helicopter is grabbed by the crocodile. The crocodile leaves Roland to die in an explosion. Mia and Zach become the only survivors and kill the crocodile using gasoline from a life boat
and turn it on with its lighter, causing the crocodile to explode. At the end of the film, Mia and Zach are in a resort swimming. As Mia jumps into the water the crocodile appears, then wakes up with Zach, realizing it was just a dream. A loud roar can be heard as the camera flashes the swamp, foreshadowing another beast of some kind or perhaps that the crocodile has survived.
Cast Heidi Lenhart: Mia Bozeman Chuck Walczak as Zach Thowler Jon Sklaroff as Sol Darryl Theirse as Max David Valcin as Justin Reynolds James Parks as Squid Martin Kove as Roland Steve Moreno as Brian Billy Rieck as Pete Anna Cranage by Julie Landon Dan Martin as Sean See also List of killer crocodile films Wikiquote has quotes related to: Crocodile 2: Death Swamp
Crocodile 2: Death Swamp on IMDb Crocodile 2: Death Swamp at AllMovie Retrieved from Crocodilo 2, Crocodile II, Cocodrilo 2 Cocodrilo. Aguas Sangrientas, Crocodile 2: Death Roll Page 2 Crocodile 2: Death Swamp Rewatched Oct 30, 2019 After making a daring bank robbery, a group of thieves hijack a plane in Mexico and force it to crash into a Mexican swamp, but when
they and the other survivors try to walk through the swamp they run into a giant crocodile that lives there and try to get it out alive without incurring the wrath of thieves. It wasn't as bad as it was made to be. Among the best qualities of the film is that there are also some good action sequences spread throughout, keeping it an optimistic and rather fast film. From the action of bank
shootings to the plane crash that has a lot to like, the action in this section of the film does it well. What was also fun was that when the crocodile was exposed as a threat, the rest of the film more or less centered on it. The second half is almost dedicated to thieves and hostages trying to escape the crocodile, and this is welcome as it is a viable threat that brought the film as much
as the thieves under the plot, and you are not only busy with their feats with the crocodile munching only on the stragglers or stray until the latter remained. The first ambushes show a funny and shabby series of scenes while the whole in the shack is a great sequence, giving the action when necessary and beautiful gore and suspense have also been thrown. In addition to the
fantastic blood in the rest of the killings throughout the movie which is pretty bloody and gory, they go broken limbs, swallowed whole and a victim placed in the infamous death roll that provides this with some solid bloodshed, these are what holds this in general. There are still some things wrong with this movie. The first is that the crocodile looks fake when it's done mainly with
CGI, which is obvious when portrayed that way. There's no real sense of connecting it with any kind of realistic design or behavior and it really stays out here. This is even worse when it's done even with a really ugly-looking puppet where there's no sense of credible. This mostly looks like a giant float consisting of a crocodile distributed practically through much of the film that can
sometimes make it a bit grated. It's really hard to get into the beginning of this with the constant impregnation that's infinitely grated, but these are the main things that don't go into the movie. Rated A: Extreme graphic language, graphic violence, and an attempted rape. Original title Crocodile 2: Death Swamp aka AKA Year 2002 Running time 89 min. Directed by Gary Jones,
starring Jace Anderson, Adam Gierasch Music Bill Wandel, Martin Kove, Steve Moreno, Billy Rieck, Anna Cranage, Dan Martin, Sean Euro, Suzanne Thirumur Producer Nu Image Films, Martien Holdings Genre Thriller. | Animals. Crocodiles. Sequel Synopsis/ Plot After a bank robbery, four criminals flee to Mexico, but a storm causes an accident that takes down the plane where
many die in the crash. The criminals take it into their hands to continue when a survivor is attacked and eaten by a crocodile. The criminals kill him, but from then on his mother Crocodile is in a slaying party with the aim of killing every survivor. But that's not the only concern, because they're trapped in his world, and if he doesn't kill them, the criminals will. Ratings of Movie
Soulmates Friends Ratings Missing Synopsis/Plot Summary? Want to report a spoiler, error, or omission? Please send us a message. If you are not a registered user, send us an email to info@filmaffinity.com All copyrighted material (movie posters, DVD covers, photos, trailers) and the brands belong to the respective manufacturers and/or distributors. For information on
valuations in the United States, visit: www.mpaa.org www.filmratings.com www.parentalguide.org Find out more Edit After a bank robbery, four criminals flee to Mexico, but a storm causes an accident that drops off the plane where many die in the crash. The criminals take it into their hands to continue when a survivor is attacked and eaten by a crocodile. The criminals kill him, but
from that moment on his mother Crocodile is in a of killing with the aim of killing every survivor. But that's not the only concern, because I'm within his world, and if he doesn't kill them, the criminals will. Written by Wallace Entertainment, a summary of the non-English-speaking corporate storyline | Synopsis Taglines storyline: Did they survive the plane crash but can they survive
the swamp? Action Interface | | | Thriller Certificate: 16 | See all certifications Parents Guide: View content advisory » Edit When the girl falls from the dinghy and into the water, she is completely submerged. But when he gets back on the dinghy, his hair and clothes are completely dry. These wet/dry discontinuities occur throughout the film. See more ' Max: [arriving to hijack the
plane, hooligans pull guns from their shoes and advance towards cockpit] [pushing Mia aside] Max: Toccheggio, whore! Max: [Max enters the cockpit and puts the gun to the pilot's head] Continue on your flight path, son of a bitch! See more » Que hace El Diablo Tan Feo Performed by Bill Wandel See more » User reviews Reviews
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